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Citation of Professor Melius Weideman

Melius Weideman was born in 1956 in Tarkastad, and matriculated
at the Robertson High School. He is currently a Head of Department
in the Faculty of Informatics and Design, and runs the Research
Development Department. On 1 November 2008 he completed 24
years of unbroken service at CPUT.

He always had an interest in what he considered to be things of
an engineering and technical nature, and initially completed a four-
year National Higher Diploma in Electronic Engineering. Thereafter
a number of years was spent in industry, working for the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research, AECI, Anker Data Systems and
Customer Engineering (Wang computers). These occupations involved
electronic design and faultfinding, customer liaison and computer
maintenance. He showed an early interest in designing systems, and
established an effective support group for large computer customers
in the Western Cape.

During 1983 he started part-time lecturing in Information Systems,
and joined the then Cape Technikon in 1984 as a full-time lecturer.
The advent of the first computer virus programs caught his attention
and spurred him on to a first research venture. He completed his
Master’s qualification in 1994, focusing on the effect these viruses
have on computer files.

His school sport interests grew from cross-country running into
participation in longer events, and he has completed two Comrades,
three Karoo, two Two Oceans and numerous other ultra- and standard

marathons. However, a knee injury forced him to find another sport,
and cycling was a natural choice.

He has always been a forerunner with new ideas, and implemented
a basic content delivery system just after the faculty installed its first
Novell network. This was before learner management systems like
WebCT and the Internet as we know it today were available. He used
a simple website to provide learning materials for his students, and
later replaced class announcements with e-mail, a new phenomenon
at the time, designed to communicate with students.

The Internet was born midway through his 17 years of lecturing.
He was fascinated by the large volumes of information available on
this new medium, and frustrated by the difficulty of finding relevant
information quickly. This led to experimentation with search engines
and information retrieval, and in 2000 he was named the Best New
Researcher of the Year. Subsequently he graduated with a Doctorate
in Information Science from the University of Cape Town in 2001. He
has managed to find a way to assist students in finding study-related
material easily through the correct application of search engine
technology.

At the turn of the century he started focusing more on research,
and in the relatively short time span of seven years has produced a
large number of local and international journal and conference
publications. He has also had success with research funding ventures
and mentoring postgraduate students. Lately he pioneered the
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publication of academic working papers of BTech students in three
academic publications.

In parallel with these academic developments, he served the
university on many administrative fronts. He was an acting Head of
Department in various capacities before being appointed as a full
HOD in 2004. During this year he chaired a committee which arranged
the first CPUT Research Day, and in 2005 he chaired the hosting
committee of an international conference in Cape Town. He also
serves on many other university planning and decision committees,
including: CONFCOM , Senate Research Committee, CPUT Senate,
Faculty Research Committee and the Anti-Plagiarism Committee.
He is also the Faculty Research Coordinator for FID, which involves
the management of the Department of Education research
submissions, recording research progress, management of research
finances and in general representing the Faculty's research matters.
He has just established a Funding One-Stop Shop inside the Faculty,
where assistance is given to junior researchers to find their way
through the maze of research funding opportunities and applications.

Melius is the head of a very productive Research Niche Area of the
National Research Foundation,  consisting of between three and eight
active researchers. This NRF RNA titled: ICT in e-Business, e-
Government and Community Engagement for Shared Growth has
received more than R3.3m of research funding under his guidance
since 2002.

The expected research output per academic per year for a
University of Technology is 0.5 Department of Education units, while
for a traditional university it is 1.25 units. Melius’s actual figures are
3.25 units for 2004, 4 for 2005, 7.5 for 2006 and 3.75 for 2007.

CPUT invests heavily in research, and Melius designed and
implemented a simple but effective web-based system to manage
the process of applying for and allocating university research funding.
 He has peer reviewed numerous journal articles, conference papers,
research funding applications and other research documents;
moderated university examination papers; examined postgraduate
theses; and has served as session chair at a number of local and
international conferences.

Melius has a strong international presence, and has delivered a
number of guest lectures over the years. These include those at two
of the world's top ten universities: Oxford in the UK and Columbia
in the USA. Others include:
- Wolverhampton, Hull and Durham Universities (all UK),
- Technische Universitat München, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam,

Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt, University of
Maribor Slovenia (all Europe) and

- United Arab Emirates University, Al Ain, UAE.

Campus02, in Graz, Austria invited him to do two workshop
series on Internet Marketing through Websites in 2008.
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During 2007 he was chosen from 40 international applicants to
become the first Fellow at the Munich University of Applied Sciences.
In mid-2008 he spent three months teaching and doing research at
this university. During this period he also completed an academic
book titled: Website visibility: the theory and practice of improving
rankings.  This book will be published by Chandos of Oxford in
December 2008. He also actively manages two websites: one to
promote this book, and another to make research funding and
resource information easily available to colleagues and students.

The University of Malaysia has for the past four years appointed
Melius as an Adjunct Professor. He is also a member of local and
international professional societies, including the:
- Computer Society of South Africa,
- South African Institute of Computer Scientists and Information

Technologists,
- Information Resources Management Association and
- International Association for Development of the Information

Society.

University of Technology research should have value to government
and industry. To this end Melius has been involved with a number of
outside companies, resulting in both academic publications and
tangible outputs of value to industry. He has collaborative links with
local companies representing South African law, industrial
manufacturing, government service delivery, medical practice and
even cycling event management.

Melius believes in capacity building, and spends time in uplifting
junior researchers as well as post-graduate students through offering
courses, consultation and leading by example.

Melius lives in Protea Valley, enjoys spending time with his family
and for recreation cycles, reads and dines out. A high-speed fall
during the 2008 Cape Epic 960km multi-stage event prevented him
from finishing and resulted in a three-day hospital stay. He is currently
registered for the 2009 event. He has completed four Double Centuries
and 15 Argus Cycle Tours to date, plus numerous shorter fun rides.
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the whole distance alone. The wise thing to do is to find a group
of riders of the same ability as yourself, and to sit in their slipstream,
saving approximately 40% of your energy in the process.
Experiments have shown that just two riders alternating the wind-
breaking position can drop the rear cyclist’s heart rate by 22 beats
per minute. In the same way, it appears to be wise to side with
the forerunners in the search market, and to hide in their wind
shadow. Currently Google, Yahoo! and Live Search together
contribute 92.7% of the total traffic generated by search engines.
The Big Three have taken over and are monopolising the search
market. This situation is unlikely to change in the short term.
However, the competition is fierce and in the longer term there
are likely to be some shake-ups in the market. The chase to take
on the Google Giant is still on; mergers and/or takeovers between
the likes of Microsoft, Yahoo!, Ask and Lycos are likely.

I have still not addressed the issue of how search engines are
able to be so profitable. How did Google manage to maintain their
financial growth over such a relatively long period of time? After
all, their most basic product – Internet search – is free of charge!
Enter SEM - search engine marketing. Search engine users are
impatient and want the correct information right now, at the top
of the screen, not hidden away somewhere in a long list of possible
answers. This has resulted in an almost unhealthy focus on the
top part of a screen with search results. Users are likely to respond
only to what they can see above the fold on the first screen of
results. Research has proved that an average of 67% of users will
read just the first page of results, while only 9% will read past the
third page. The implication is that if a website is not listed on the

top half of the first page of results, it is virtually invisible as far as
the average user is concerned.

WEBSITE RANKINGS

Website owners have two ways to improve the ranking of a
website. Either, design a website in a certain way using a process
called Search Engine Optimisation, and wait for the search engines
to increase its ranking in the naturally harvested results. Alternatively,
make use of a paid system where the owner places a bid on a
keyword or key phrase, and pays the bid amount every time a user
clicks on that link. This way an owner can be sure that the website
will appear right on top of the listings, if his/her bid is the highest.

This second system is the main source of income for search
engines. Many website owners the world over are making a decent
living by advertising their products or services on paid search
engine listings, while the search engines are laughing all the way
to the bank. The owner of one of South Africa’s search engines
has made no secret of the fact that they are not really interested
in searching – they are simply using searching as a hook to draw
advertisers and users to make use of their services.

EMAIL

Back to email! I would like to challenge the IT management of
CPUT to take a brave step forward towards improving service
delivery to the academic fraternity they are serving. The university
student market is lucrative – where else do you find large numbers
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of young, intelligent consumers, dependent on technology? They
are already users of email, Internet searching and social networking
like Facebook and Myspace. They are all potential high earners.
Within five or six years of starting their studies, they will already
have an impact on their work environment with their own preferences,
background and influence in general. They are a market just waiting
to be tapped into…

All universities must and do offer their students a unique university
email address. This is arguably the most often used university
resource, and implies the purchase and maintenance of a complex
and potentially troublesome email program. “Complex” since it
should be capable of supporting tens of thousands of users and
offer many features required by these users. “Troublesome” since
abuse must be measured and managed. Other problems include
bandwidth consumption due to large attachments and lengthy
downloads, and space to store millions of messages.

Most students, by the time they enrol at a university, already have
their own third-party email address. Many world universities have started
asking the question: ”Why force students to use yet another email
account, when they have and use one of their own choice already?”

Enter some solid business decisions. A perfect example of how
large Search Engine companies are cashing in on this market is the
switchover that many universities have made in terms of email.
Instead of purchasing and maintaining a massive university email
system, the university simply uses one of the many free systems
on offer, mostly from search engine companies. This cuts down on
the tremendous overheads and complexity of running one in-house.

Some universities having done this include Austin College, Arizona
State University (65 000 students), Mesa Community College,
University of Southern California, Bradley University, Trinity College
Dublin, Linkoping (26 000 students).

My challenge to the IT Management of CPUT is: have you considered
dropping the slow and unpopular university email system in favour of
one of these schemes? The savings in manpower and overheads could
be enormous. The levels of service delivery could improve dramatically.

Closer to home, Google has forged links with universities in Egypt,
Rwanda and Kenya. They have all opted for Google’s education
package, which is an indication of the democratising nature of the
online world. Students now have access to free online tools allowing
them to share files in real time, use online calendars and timetables.
All of this is available without the university’s having to invest in IT
overheads.

RESEARCH

A group of researchers at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University in
China is spending much research time on maintaining a list of the
top 500 universities in the world. They base their measurements on
a combination of six factors, each one with a weight of 10 or 20%.
Some of these factors are the number of alumni and staff having
received Nobel prizes, the number of research articles published in
well-known journals, and academic performance with respect to
the size of the university.

The top ten include eight universities from the USA and two from
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the UK. The first five are Harvard, Stanford, University of California-
Berkeley, Cambridge University and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. South Africa does not do too well on this list. CPUT is
not present. The following four South African universities appear on
the list from 2003 to 2007, with one dropping out in 2008. The
University of Cape Town leads the rankings with a place in the 200
– 300 category over all six years. The University of the Witwatersrand
and KwaZulu-Natal make up the other two in the 2008 list, while
the University of Pretoria dropped off in 2008, despite being there
for the past five years.

How can we get ourselves onto this list? This is a question that
is easy to answer but a vision difficult to implement. Publish or
Perish! All academics should publish research results on a regular
basis; however few do so. A commendable effort towards this goal
is the R20 million that CPUT has recently set aside on a tender
system for Research and Innovation Centres. We are eagerly awaiting
the outcome of this process. CPUT also has a total of seven NRF
research niche areas – one fewer than UCT, UP and US combined.
We are on the right track in terms of national research funding and
support initiatives.

I would like to challenge our young researchers in a united effort
towards getting CPUT on this list. One approach would be to learn
from Africa’s wild animals. Many of them are territorial, and use various
ways of delimiting these territories. Leopards spray their perimeters
with their own urine, while rhinoceros use dung. They dig a shallow
hole, and use it over a period as a dung repository. After every visit,
they will walk through this area and then patrol their perimeters, laying
down their boundaries with fresh dung. In the same way a young

researcher should decide on his/her academic interests, and narrow
it down to a specific field. This delimitation enables the researcher
to focus on quality research outputs, and helps prevent straying into
too many interesting but dispersed topics of research. Seek the
advice of a senior researcher before making this all-important decision.
It will shape the rest of your academic career.

You should also start early to build your own career while serving
the interests of your university. I would like to use an illustration to
help you in this process. When you start your academic career, it
is like walking into a room with just a table as the only furniture. The
table is your expertise in a certain field – it is a given, and it must
be in place before your becoming an academic. On the table there
are eight empty buckets. If you want to build a successful academic
career, you should at least cover the bottoms of all the buckets.
The buckets are, in no particular order:

• teaching experience,
• journal article publications,
• conference proceeding publications,
• book/chapter publications,
• supervision of postgraduate students,
• research funding applications,
• contract research and
• administration and service functions.

After a decade or so, some buckets might overflow, others might be
half full, but none should have their bottom visible. Filling these buckets
will become an approach to life, a purposeful methodology and a
structured road to moving CPUT into the Shanghai University list.
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in 1949 that computers in future would weigh no more than a mere
1.5 tons.

Ken Olson, president of a large computer company (DEC), stated
in 1977 that there was no reason for an individual to have a computer
in his home.

Bill Gates claimed in 1981 that 640kB of memory was more than
anybody would ever need. Entry-level computers today are sold with
over 3 000 times that amount of memory.

An important lesson to learn from these sorrowfully off-target
predictions is that guessing about future technological trends is
dangerous. However, I would like to venture into the unknown by
making some educated guesses about future trends.
I do believe that there will be a move away from text-only search
to richer applications. Humans are lazy and do not like reading more
than a few lines of text at a time, certainly if it appears on a website.
The traditional taboo of “search engines cannot index images or
videos” is disappearing. Google has just released GAudi - a system
that extracts text from YouTube videos. This means you can now
search for spoken words or phrases on a video which is available
on the Internet.

The revenue produced via online advertisements is unlikely to
continue in its current trend. This figure, for the USA alone, was
$11.5b for the first six months of 2008, compared with $10b for
the same period in 2007. The current downturn in the world economy
will not leave these amazing figures untouched, and we will probably
see a decrease over the next two years.

The long-awaited release of Apple’s i-Phone in South Africa had
barely happened, when Google soon thereafter released its own
new mobile phone. Beneath the covers, this heralds a new fight
for dominance between mobile operating systems: Windows
Mobile, as used by HP and other PDAs, Nokia’s Symbian and now
Google’s Android. Android is an open-source operating system,
which is likely to give further impetus to the move towards semi-
coordinated mass collaboration.

I sincerely hope that, 20 years from now, nobody will quote any
of these predictions of mine the way I have just done with others.

CLOSING

In closing, I would like to focus on even more important human
issues. My very recent research has proved that one factor influencing
the visibility of a website to search engines stands out as being by
far the most important. This is the quality and quantity of inlinks –
other websites which refer to yours through a hyperlink. Search
engines use these inlinks as votes of confidence in your website,
hence their value in determining the ranking of search results.
I believe that this is also true for the way we value people. A person
who has earned the respect of others through his or her actions,
character and integrity, who has reached out to the less fortunate,
is worthy of high value. The opinions of others can be viewed as
votes of confidence. Landa Cope has some thoughts about character
and how we choose leaders. She states that the Western culture
seems to favour what a person owns, what he does or his status.
The African culture, however, focuses more on what other people
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